
MINUTES OF MEETING OF EMMETT CARR SURGERY PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP (PPG) 

HELD ON WEDNESDAY 16TH APRIL 2014 

 

Apologies – Jim Jesson, Christine Poxton, Carolyn Renwick  

Welcome 

Previous Minutes  

The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed and approved  

 

Matters arising  

 

Survey /Action Plan  

The group had all received a copy of the above Survey/ action plan the priority improvement areas 

were discussed and an update given see below 

 

Opening times at Eckington – the practice manager has looked at the cost of extending the opening 

times of Eckington surgery to open at  8am  instead of  8.30am each morning and close at 6.30pm 

each evening instead of 6pm except Friday which is half day closing and the surgery closes at 1pm  

and just closing  at lunch time for 30 minutes instead of one hour. The figures will be discussed with 

the partners at the first possible convenience.  

 

Pre-bookable appointments  - On line pre bookable appointments are now available, time slots are 

reserved in each GP session, some nurse appointment s for child vaccinations, phlebotomy, health 

check clinics, health visitor clinics, times vary. These will be reviewed at the end of June. 

Improvement area complete/ongoing. 

 

Waiting times for blood appointments – two staff have now been trained for phlebotomy and are 

now qualified to take blood samples. Additional catch up clinics have been added at each site. Once 

the waiting time has reduced to an acceptable level at both sites a small additional clinic will be 

added at each sited on a weekly/fortnightly basis. Improvement area complete/ongoing. 

 

Low proportion of surveys completed at Eckington – It has been agreed that staff will encourage 

patients wherever possible to complete a 2014/15 survey. It has been requested that members of 

the PPG could be more proactive in distributing the surveys during busy clinic times and be present 

and on hand in the waiting room to assist with surveys/newsletter distribution and completion. 

Improvement area complete/ongoing.  

 

Any other business 

 

Newsletter  

Topics to be covered in the spring newsletter are holiday vaccinations, hay fever, return of Dr Kurian, 

Updating telephone numbers.  

 



 

Choices website feedback 

Negative Feedback about the practice and GP’s had been given anonymously on the choices website. 

The comments were discussed with the group and it was agreed that the response would contain an   

invite to the patient who had given the feedback to contact the practice manager so that a full 

investigation could be conducted. Also the patient could be invited to join the patient participation 

group.  

 

Care coordinator  

A new care coordinator Gail Turner will be employed from the 1.5.2014.  

 

Dr Keating  

The practice Salaried GP will be leaving the practice 10.6.2014 and will be taking up a new post in 

Sheffield. The practice is looking to employ an Advanced Nurse Practitioner.  

 

Changing the way we display the number of ‘Did not attend appointments’ 

A discussion around how we display the number of appointments that have not been attended took 

place. Chris is to put some new ideas together and email them out to the PPG for approval.  

 

Thank you  

Members of the PPG wished to convey that they feel the practice staff and GP’s have coped 

extremely well during the past 12 months and have done an excellent job under very difficult and 

stressful circumstances. The message will be passed on to all the clinical reception and admin staff.  

 

 

 

Next Meeting 9th July 2014 1pm Renishaw  

 

 

 

 


